
Developing applications with Delta ADS takes place on a higher abstraction level compared to 
what is possible in COBOL or PL/I. When such an application must be understood it is not 
sufficient to analyse all the ADS sources that each only implement a small aspect of the application. 
The generated code does have all the information but does not have the abstraction level of the ADS 
sources. Therefore analyses AMELIO Logic Discovery for ADS both the generated code and the 
ADS sources and presents the results at the same level of abstraction. AMELIO Logic Discovery for 
ADS facilitates the understanding of ADS applications and provides suggestions for refactoring and 
clean-up. 

Fort native COBOL and PL/I the first step for AMELIO Logic Discovery is the analysis which 
procedures make the application, how their interfaces look like, which procedure calls what other 
procedure and under which conditions this is done. The procedures that are found, are logically 
grouped.  Variables are examined for their definition, use and scope. For applications that use of 
files and databases there is an analysis of which procedures do perform read or write access on that 
data. The longer an application exists the more dead code it tends to have. Therefore AMELIO 
Logic Discovery determines what data definitions and statements are unused in the application. 

AMELIO Logic Discovery has, on top of all of this, a number of specific analyses for Delta ADS. 

Part of this is the recognition of loops in 
COBOL. Especially the older variants did 
not support the concept of loops, 
therefore Delta ADS has a sophisticated 
syntax to code complex loops that during 
the generation process are implemented 
using GoTo and Labels. AMELIO Logic 
Discovery for ADS recognizes these loops 
and presents them as such. The same is 
the case with switch statements. 

 

 

 

http://www.delta-software.com/adsoneclipse


The File I/O in Delta ADS is implemented with a number of different routines. They are defined together but, 
due to the procedural nature of COBOL, their implementation is found in many places throughout  the source 
code. These functions are grouped by AMELIO Logic Discovery and presented together again, even if the 
original definition was spread over a number of source macros. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To improve the understanding, maintenance and modernization of Delta ADS applications we have 
implemented functionality that connects ADS 6 XR and AMELIO Logic Discovery.  

ADS 6 XR produces extra information during the generation process that are validated by AMELIO Logic 
Discovery and used for a number of analyses. Additionally there are reports in 
ADS 6 XR that show calling hierarchies of generated programs or the use of 
macros or files. The Post-Generation-Debugger enables the tracing of a single 
line of code: which source object leads to the production of such a line, what 
parameters played a role in this and what values did they have at that point 
during the generation process.  

How many programs make use of a certain macro and what parts of a macro 
were used how many times? That question is answered by the Macro-coverage 
analysis. How often a piece of generated code is in fact dead code is also 
determined. 

In this way, AMELIO Logic Discovery delivers suggestions for the refactoring 
of Macros and assists, with ADS 6 XR, in the understanding of a single Delta 
ADS Macro. 

  
Comprehending COBOL- and PL/I-
Applications: Cut costs and risks for maintenan-
ce, modernization and re-implementation. 
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